Welcome to the world of functional dentistry

JMA+ zebris
Simple and reliable - the zebris jaw registration systems* JMTracker+ and JMAanalyser+

The optionally available 4-channel EMG module enables the analysis of muscle action potentials through bipolar skin surface electrodes. The system enables functional tests of the anterior temporalis and masseter muscle groups. Conduction occurs on both sides via electrode cables with integrated measuring amplifiers. EMG activity is detected precisely and reliably without any cable artefacts.

The EMG module analyses muscle function

The EMG module contains everything required to upgrade the JMAanalyser+ with 4 analog channels, 4 EMG amplifier cables and the software extension.
Compact and portable – the complete systems

The JMTracker+ contains:
- Basic unit with power supply
- Face bow with receiver modules
- Lower jaw sensor
- Accessories:
  - Attachments, pointer,
  - Porion earpieces with bracket
- WINJAW+ dental software
  - with basic module articulator
- User manual
- Transport case

The JMAnalyser+ contains:
- Basic unit with 4 analog channels and ¼ inch bracket and power supply
- Face bow with receiver modules
- Lower jaw sensor
- Accessories: Attachments, pointer, Porion earpieces with bracket
- WINJAW+ dental software with basic module articulator
- User manual
- Transport case

Optionally available:
- Footswitch, manual switch (cordless)
- Software extension modules
- 4-channel EMG module
- System carrier

Operation takes place via a commercially-available PC with Windows 10.
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